[Old and new scoring systems for assessing cardiovascular risks: problems with the validity, the precision and the homogenicity of the risk categories].
Scoring systems for cardiovascular-risk assessment are increasingly being used to identify patients suitable for primary prevention measures. However, the quality of risk-score systems is threatened by (a) external invalidity, which can be partly compensated for by calibration of the score, (b) risk-score model imprecision, reflected by wide confidence intervals for the risk estimate, and (c) risk-category heterogeneity resulting from the random spread of known and unknown risk factors that are unaccounted for in the scoring system. The commonly used Framingham risk score is limited by imprecision and marked risk-category heterogeneity. The recently published SCORE risk model is probably more precise, but lacks homogenous risk categories. To prevent large scale undertreatment of patients at high cardiovascular risk, the commonly used risk threshold for initiating primary preventative treatment should be lowered.